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This year’s presidential election, like past ones, features China and U.S.-
China relations as a talking point for candidates from both parties. In the 
following text we will show that Chinese elite and public views toward 
Clinton and Trump are varied and divided. Authoritative views tend to be 
cautious in their commentary on both Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump. 
While Trump’s perceived straightforwardness, decisiveness, and strength 
of character have earned him fans in China, the irrational and irresponsible 
nature of many of his comments is also well recognized and regarded as a 
potential threat to stable U.S.-China relations. In comparison, while some 
Chinese analysts view Clinton’s more predictable and establishment-based 
foreign policy beliefs as a positive attribute, most Chinese hold very 
negative views of Clinton’s stance on human rights and maritime security 
issues, and expect her presidency to pose serious challenges to bilateral 
relations.  

 
 
This year (2016) is a presidential election year, and as always, views toward China and 
U.S.-China relations play a role in the presidential campaigns of both the Republican and 
Democratic Party candidates.  
 
In many past campaign years, while stressing the growing importance of the U.S.-China 
relationship, presidential candidates have generally highlighted the points of contention 
between Beijing and Washington, especially in the economic, human rights, and (to a 
lesser extent) national security arenas. These statements and policy platforms have often 
criticized China (sometimes very sharply) for its alleged transgressions, and proposed 
various supposedly new or more energetic policy moves designed to elicit more favorable 
Chinese behavior. 
 
The China issue has frequently been a campaign point for past presidential candidates of 
both parties. In his 1992 campaign, Bill Clinton used the China issue to criticize the 
foreign policies of the incumbent George H. W. Bush Republican administration. Clinton 
used the 1989 government actions in Tiananmen Square to accuse Reagan and Bush of 
sending “secret emissaries to raise a toast with those who crushed democracy.”1 
Similarly, in 2000, part of Al Gore’s foreign policy agenda was to strongly support 
normalized trade relations with China because “it is right for America’s economy and 
right for the cause of reform in China.” This gave George W. Bush a point on which to 
attack Gore.2 Again, in the 2012 election, Barack Obama took a shot at China by 
complaining to the WTO about Beijing’s imposition of more than $3 billion in duties on 
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U.S. automobile exports, which the Obama administration regarded as an abuse of trade 
laws. Other than being a counterargument to Mitt Romney’s claim that Obama had not 
been tough enough on China’s trade policies, this was also a way to remind voters that 
Romney’s role as a private equity executive was linked to the outsourcing of American 
jobs to China.3  
 
This year is no exception to the general pattern of a China focus in the foreign policy 
arena. Both of the presumptive presidential candidates, Democrat Hillary Rodham 
Clinton and Republican Donald J. Trump, have addressed China, U.S.-China relations, 
and U.S. policy toward China at various times in their campaigns, often stressing the 
problems Beijing poses while offering various supposed new or improved policy 
solutions. That said, the 2016 presidential campaign arguably provides a particularly 
interesting example of the China views of presidential candidates. Given her long history 
as First Lady, U.S. senator, and public political figure, Clinton has an extensive track 
record of views on China and has in the past generated considerable controversy within 
that country over her stances. Chinese views on her during the current campaign to some 
extent reflect that history. In contrast, Trump is a relative newcomer to the national 
political arena, and has made far fewer comments on China. However he has arguably 
made up for that deficiency in recent months as an extremely provocative and energetic 
candidate, offering a variety of controversial statements on China or China-related 
aspects of U.S. foreign policy.  
 
Thus far, Trump’s approach to China has focused primarily on economic issues, although 
he has also addressed some important Asia relationships as well. His overall stance, as 
found on his campaign website, asserts that Washington has been weak and ineffective in 
dealing with Beijing and that his administration would provide unprecedented “leadership 
and strength at the negotiating table…to bring fairness to our trade with China.”4 
 
In Trump’s view, because of U.S. weakness and lack of resolve, America’s “rivals no 
longer respect us.” Obama has supposedly “allowed China to continue its economic 
assault on American jobs and wealth, refusing to enforce trade rules.” Trump argues that 
Obama has also “allowed China to steal government secrets with cyber-attacks and 
engage in industrial espionage against the U.S. and its companies.”5  
 
As the U.S. president, Trump would place China “on notice that America is back in the 
global leadership business and that their days of currency manipulation and cheating are 
over.” He advocates immediately calling China a currency manipulator once in office, 
forcing Beijing to uphold intellectual property laws and stop compelling U.S. companies 
to share proprietary technology with Chinese competitors, and putting an end to China’s 
“illegal export subsidies and lax labor and environmental standards.” 
 
To facilitate Washington’s negotiating leverage, Trump would lower the corporate tax 
rate to keep U.S. jobs at home, attack the U.S. debt and deficit so that China cannot use 
financial blackmail against America, and bolster the U.S. military presence in the East 
and South China Seas “to discourage Chinese adventurism.”6  
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Beyond such “official” views, however, Trump has also expressed various attitudes and 
ideas toward U.S. foreign policy–related issues, and Asia or China in particular, during 
media interviews or in campaign speeches.  
 
Perhaps most notably, Trump has expressed reservations about the burden-sharing 
arrangements underlying current U.S.-Asian alliance relationships. He has reportedly 
called both Japan and South Korea “free riders” for not entirely covering the cost of U.S. 
forces based in those countries. As a result of this view, he has shown some receptivity to 
the idea of the U.S. withdrawing from both countries if they do not take on such costs.7  
 
Trump has also advocated for more effective pressure on Beijing to compel Pyongyang to 
rein in and eventually jettison its nuclear weapons program. And he has indicated that he 
would be willing to meet North Korean leader Kim Jong-un if elected.8 
 
Despite such tough talk, Trump has also stated: “We desire to live peacefully and in 
friendship with Russia and China. We have serious differences with these two nations, 
and must regard them with open eyes. But we are not bound to be adversaries. We should 
seek common ground based on shared interests. . . . A strong and smart America is an 
America that will find a better friend in China. We can both benefit or we can both go our 
separate ways.”9 
 
In contrast to Trump, Hillary Clinton generally reflects and affirms the major themes of 
existing U.S. policy toward China, which is not surprising, given her past prominent 
foreign policy role as Obama’s secretary of state. In interviews, articles, and statements, 
Clinton has clearly upheld Washington’s emphasis on encouraging Beijing to be more 
supportive of international law and the peaceful negotiation of differences while deterring 
it from tension-producing actions in the South China Sea and elsewhere and cooperating 
wherever possible. In the economic arena, she has also stressed the need for Washington 
and Beijing to “work together to ensure strong, sustained, and balanced future global 
growth.”10 
 
In a well-known article written in October 2011, Clinton called on both China and the 
United States to “meet our respective global responsibilities and obligations,” and argued 
that a thriving China is good for America, and that cooperation is better than conflict.11  
 
Yet that article was also viewed as an early indication of Clinton’s push for what became 
the so-called U.S. rebalancing or pivot to Asia, which many Chinese view as a move 
toward greater containment of China (see below). Indeed, Hillary Clinton has a reputation 
for being more “hawkish” in handling world problems than Obama has been.12 
 
Clinton has also sharply criticized Beijing on several issues, describing its actions in and 
ties with Africa as “new colonialism” and of course has often taken a tough stance toward 
Beijing on human rights issues, while nonetheless also asserting (as the global financial 
crisis unfolded in 2008–9) that policies in that arena “can’t interfere on the global 
economic crisis, the global climate change crisis and the security crisis.”13  
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And, in striking a clear contrast with Trump, Clinton has unambiguously supported U.S. 
alliances with Japan and South Korea, as well as Australia, the Philippines, and Thailand. 
While identifying areas for improvement in those relationships, she has made no mention 
of the need for U.S. allies to increase their spending in support of U.S. forces in Asia.14 
 
Inevitably, these at times provocative stances by Clinton and Trump evoke responses 
from a variety of Chinese observers. This Monitor piece examines those Chinese views. 
As always, they are divided into authoritative, quasi-authoritative, and non-authoritative 
statements. However, since the positions toward China of U.S. presidential candidates are 
often highly influenced by the political winds of the campaign and obviously do not 
constitute U.S policy, few if any authoritative Chinese sources are available to provide 
comments on the statements or policy platforms made. As indicated below, the few 
available authoritative sources are generally rather cautious in their comments. Hence, 
most of the Chinese views examined herein are from non-authoritative sources. 
Nonetheless, they provide an interesting indication of Chinese elite (and some public) 
views on the two candidates, and especially on Trump. 
 
Authoritative Sources 
As noted above, authoritative Chinese sources generally adopt a cautious view toward 
both Trump and Clinton, and usually only express views, if at all, in response to media 
questions. 
 
Regarding the former candidate, in September 2015, just prior to Xi Jinping’s September 
2015 state visit to the United States, the PRC Foreign Ministry spokesperson sought to 
downplay the need for Beijing to respond to Trump’s critical remarks about China (and 
by implication any other candidate’s remarks) made during the campaign, stating: 
 

Everyone has the right to air his or her personal opinion, but it is the 
policies towards China adopted by the US government and the mainstream 
opinion of the US people that we value more. 

 
The spokesperson also used the opportunity of the question asked to reaffirm the overall 
positive attitude of both Beijing and Washington toward their relationship on the eve of 
the state visit, remarking: 
 

China and the US keep strengthening their practical cooperation on 
bilateral, regional and global issues, and properly manage sensitive issues 
or differences in a constructive way. This serves the common interests of 
both sides, and does good to the whole world.…Decades of development 
of China-US relations proves that despite various voices and disturbances 
that may occur from time to time, bilateral relations keep moving 
forward.…It is hoped that the two sides can work towards the goal 
together, make more constructive remarks, do more constructive deeds, 
make greater efforts to manage and handle differences in a constructive 
way, expand common ground and narrow differences.15 
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In a similar vein, more recently (in late March 2016), the PRC Foreign Ministry 
spokesperson referred to Trump’s supposed receptivity to a possible U.S. withdrawal of 
forces from U.S. allies Japan and South Korea, and their acquisition of nuclear weapons 
as merely “a hypothetical statement.”16  
 
An even more noncommittal remark was made by the Foreign Ministry spokesperson in 
response to a question concerning Hillary Clinton’s April 2016 announcement that she 
would run for the presidency. He stated: 
 

The US presidential election is an internal affair of the US. Here I’d like to 
stress that the sound and steady development of China-US relations is in 
the fundamental interests of the two peoples, and helpful to safeguard 
peace, stability and prosperity of the Asia-Pacific and the world. We are 
willing to join hands with the US to strive for constantly new progress in 
the building of the new model of major-country relationship between 
China and America.17  

 
More extensive, and critical, comments from authoritative sources have occurred in 
response to the views of the presidential candidates, and especially Trump, on economic 
matters. For example, in April 2016, Chinese Finance Minister Lou Jiwei, reportedly 
known in China for his directness, asserted that Trump is an “irrational type” (不理性的那
类人) and added that were the U.S. to follow Trump’s trade policies the U.S. would lose 
its global leadership position. (如果美国采取特朗普建议的对华贸易政策，美国“就别想当老大
了.”) At the same time, as in the case of the Foreign Ministry spokesperson, Lou 
recognized that rhetoric in a presidential campaign gets heated and often does not reflect 
the policies an incoming administration would adopt.18  
 
Non-Authoritative Sources 
Most Chinese comments on Trump and Clinton are from non-authoritative sources, as 
indicated above. Of the two candidates, the greatest commentary by far is directed at 
Trump.  
 
Some Chinese sources simply comment on Trump’s popularity as an indication of the 
current “anti-politician” sentiment of a large portion of the American public, given his 
nonpolitical background as a businessman and his criticism of existing U.S. policies 
toward immigration, Medicare, and gun control.19 
 
Other Chinese sources use the opportunity afforded by Trump’s provocative remarks and 
the unrest occurring at Trump rallies (which sometimes includes physical confrontations) 
to comment on the shortcomings and dangers of the U.S. political system, both 
domestically and toward the world in general. 
 
A notable example is an editorial appearing on March 14, 2016 in Global Times, entitled 
“Trump Opens Pandora’s box in U.S.” The editor, known for his often sharp criticism of 
the U.S., asserts that Trump’s “abusively racist and extremist” remarks and overall 
“mischief” has “overthrown a lot of conventional norms of U.S. political life,” “opened a 
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Pandora’s box in U.S. society,” and “worries the whole world.” Specifically, Trump’s 
candidacy allegedly reflects a crisis in the U.S. middle class, centered on the frustrations 
of his “mostly lower-class white” supporters, and injects a strong element of 
unpredictability into U.S. politics and society. According to the editor, this raises the 
prospect of an undefined “institutional failure” for the United States, and of the U.S. 
becoming “a source of destructive force against world peace.” Such problems, he 
concludes, suggest that Washington should stop “pointing fingers at other countries for 
their so-called nationalism and tyranny.”20 
 
Similarly, another source presents the views of several Chinese scholars on the causes 
and significance of the Trump phenomenon. Feng Yue (an executive researcher at the 
Chinese Academy of Social Sciences) argues that Trump is popular because, unlike most 
politicians, he directly and bluntly addresses those (undefined) “diseases” of the U.S. 
political system that reflect its inability or unwillingness to satisfy many social 
development problems.21  
 
Yet another source again links Trump’s popularity as a “non-politician” to the inability of 
the U.S. political system to address domestic problems and the resulting growing divide 
between political elites and the American public. The author states:  
 

In the past 10 years, American socio-economic problems have been on the 
rise, racial tensions are worsening, partisan struggles are escalating, and 
U.S. international influence is on the decline. All of these factors combine 
to increase public doubt of the ability of elite politicians to lead.…In an 
age in which the rich are getting richer and illegal immigrants are robbing 
American blue-collars of their opportunities, the public is more likely to 
agree with Trump’s view that the American dream is truly dead. 

 
Notably, this assessment does not condemn Trump for his inflammatory remarks, as 
many other Chinese observers do, but instead mentions his “straightforwardness, honesty, 
and the willingness to bear responsibility, which are all leadership qualities that 
traditional politicians lack.”22 
 
Although obviously not part of China’s leading political and intellectual sectors, the 
Chinese public, and especially netizens, have expressed a wide variety of views on the 
presidential candidates, and Trump in particular.  
 
A poll of Chinese netizens conducted by Global Times in March 2016 indicated that the 
ordinary Chinese public is very divided on Trump. Of the 3,330 Chinese net users 
surveyed, 1,800—54 percent—voted in favor of Trump, while 1,530 netizens voted 
against him. Many of those who voted for Trump undoubtedly like him because they like 
his reality TV show, The Apprentice, which is popular in China. But apparently some 
Chinese also like him because he is direct and forceful, “honest and sincere,” conveying 
leadership traits of strength and decisiveness that appeal to many. And some Chinese also 
apparently like his more isolationist view toward foreign policy, which suggests that the 
U.S. should play a less dominant role in Asia.23 
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In contrast, according to some Chinese observers, Hillary Clinton is less popular than 
Trump because she has an image of being hostile to China, due to her support of the 
Obama administration’s “pivot to Asia” and overall hawkish views on sovereignty 
disputes involving China, her mainstream “ideological” stress on human rights and 
democracy promotion, and other critical stances taken.24  
 
The editorial page of Global Times expresses roughly the same dislike of Clinton as it 
does of Trump (see above). The editorial argues that a supposed “accusation” against Xi 
by Clinton via Twitter is reminiscent of Donald Trump’s strategy to win votes, by 
resorting to “ignominious shenanigans.” It accuses Clinton of “using the language of 
Trump to cast herself in the role of a rabble-rouser” despite “her political acumen as 
former secretary of state and senator.”25 
 
But not all Chinese elites are as unambiguously critical of Clinton. An article appearing 
in Global Times in early 2013, when Clinton ended her tenure as secretary of state, 
stated: 

 
when Hillary talks about China in her writings, her tone is always positive, 
focusing more on cooperation than on conflict, but in her speeches, her 
attitude toward China is constantly changing, switching from coldness to 
warmth….Hillary not only challenged Chinese interests, but also 
stimulated China’s thinking as a major power. She is truly a formidable 
opponent deserving of respect.26 

An even more positive assessment of Clinton was made by Qian Liwei (钱立伟), a 
researcher at the influential China Institute of Contemporary International Relations. 
Qian states that Hillary leaves room for Sino-American cooperation on a lot of issues, 
including climate change, Afghanistan, global governance, and poverty alleviation in 
Africa. He believes that Clinton has a good understanding of the foreign policy concepts 
of Chinese leaders, and that the “new type of international relations” proposed by China 
was viewed favorably by Clinton. He concludes that Clinton’s general policy view 
toward China is “very rational and sensible,” and is not in conflict with the concept of a 
“new type of international relations.”27 
 
Despite such mixed elite assessments, Clinton reportedly was viewed unfavorably by an 
overwhelmingly high number of Chinese polled by Global Times in early 2015.28 
 
And yet a Chinese scholar has observed: “Because the Global Times and its readers tend 
toward the more nationalistic and patriotic end of the spectrum, we should not take this 
result at face value.”29 
 
At the same time, this scholar offered three reasons for why Clinton is nonetheless 
viewed negatively by most Chinese: her past tough attitudes toward China; the fact that 
her party, the Democrats, have traditionally been strong on issues such as human rights 
and trade protectionism; and her pivot to Asia policy, which could bring the two 
countries into greater conflict. Although he asserts that all three factors “seem to 
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converge and point to a more turbulent relationship between China and the United 
States,” he concludes that Clinton’s overall wisdom as a politician could “contribute to a 
more mature and healthy bilateral relationship between the United States and China.”30  
 
In fact, some segments of the Chinese public reportedly support Clinton, such as China’s 
feminists.31 
 
Regarding foreign policy in particular, non-authoritative sources offer a variety of views 
on Trump’s approach to the outside world, U.S. foreign policy, and relations with China.  
 
One Chinese scholar cautiously observes that if Trump becomes president, his ability to 
become a “global threat” will be limited, since “he will face restraint from Congress, the 
Supreme Court, major interest groups, and public opinion.”32 
 
In a similar vein, another observer asserts that, while Trump’s “accusations against many 
countries including China during his campaign cannot be ignored,” his basic pragmatism 
as a businessman willing to make deals, combined with the practical realities of wielding 
power, will cause Trump to adopt a more level-headed and reasonable approach to China 
once elected. Indeed, “he might create a surprise in his China policy, taking a stance to 
boost bilateral ties regardless of other politicians’ concerns, just as he astonished us 
during the presidential campaign.”33  
 
In contrast, other Chinese observers seem less confident that a Trump presidency would 
reaffirm the practical necessities of U.S. foreign policy and Sino-U.S. relations in 
particular. While acknowledging the uncertainties of a Trump presidency, a Global Times 
editorial speculates that: 

 
a Trump-led US might be inclined to isolationism and attach more 
importance to “America First,” and the American economy. Ideology will 
be downplayed. Washington might engage in more squabbles with its free-
riding allies, and tighten up its immigration policy which as a result will 
upset the Latin Americans. After enjoying massive trade surplus from the 
US for years, China and Japan will be demanded by Washington to widen 
market access.34 

 
In a similar but even less ambivalent vein, another Chinese observer asserts that if Trump 
is elected president the:  
 

decades-long [U.S.-Japan security treaty] will definitely change. Without 
Washington’s support, Tokyo will be unable to continue intervening in the 
South China Sea and sustain its influence upon the Asia-Pacific region 
[and]…Prime Minister Shinzo Abe will have more reasons to revise the 
pacifist constitution. In this way, the postwar international order will be 
changed and Japan will be able to participate in warfare.35 
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Some Chinese observers emphasize what they see as the contrasting views toward foreign 
policy of the two candidates. While Trump is seen as decidedly non-mainstream and 
pragmatic but to some extent less predictable, Clinton is viewed as more “ideological” 
(i.e., an advocate of democracy and human rights) and mainstream or “traditional” 
overall, as indicated above. As a Global Times editorial states: 
 

While Trump is a practical business tycoon subverting US political 
correctness, Clinton is a former secretary of state and former first lady, 
representative of US political correctness and the mainstream thoughts.36  

 
Another Chinese source notes that Clinton has “warned the [U.S.] electorate that, under 
slowing economic growth, China will be more likely to conduct ‘beggar thy neighbor’ 
actions…[and] has also blamed China for stealing American intellectual property and 
commercial secrets.”37 
 
Regarding how Beijing should deal with Trump and Clinton, although some observers 
downplay the importance of their attacks on China as part of the usual political rhetoric 
and hyperbole of a political campaign,38 others state that China must respond strongly if 
and when such views turn into policy during the next presidential administration.  
 
For example, Shan Renping (cited above) asserts: 
 

If [Trump] or Hillary starts to attack China, we must attack back. We do 
not even go soft on American officials, let alone politicians who are still 
campaigning…[Trump] is still in the stage of paying lip service to a lot of 
empty ideas. If he can move forward, when necessary, we should show 
him our true colors and let him know who China really is.39 

 
Another observer states that despite his criticism of China, even Trump will need to 
maintain cooperative relations with China, since stable bilateral ties are more in line with 
the U.S. national interest, as the policies of the Bush and Obama administrations 
indicate.40 
 
Several Chinese observers have been very critical of Trump’s call for greater pressure on 
Beijing to solve the North Korean nuclear problem. A Global Times editorial strongly 
criticizes Trump’s supposed effort to place blame on Beijing for not doing enough by 
asserting, as many Chinese do, that the root cause of the problem lies with the hostile 
policies toward Pyongyang of the United States, South Korea, and Japan. The article 
states: 
 

There is no hope to put an end to the North Korean nuclear conundrum if 
the US, South Korea and Japan do not change their policies toward 
Pyongyang. Solely depending on Beijing’s pressure to force the North to 
give up its nuclear plan is an illusion.41  
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Concluding Remarks 
The preceding overview of Chinese elite and public views toward Hillary Clinton and 
Donald Trump suggest that one certainly cannot blithely assert that “the Chinese” have 
one particular view toward either candidate. Both Chinese elites and the public hold a 
variety of positive and negative views toward Trump. On the authoritative level, Chinese 
officials are usually cautious in their assessment of both figures, although there are 
indications (unsurprisingly) that Chinese officials recognize the likely irrational and 
irresponsible nature of Trump’s comments on Sino-U.S. economic relations. 
 
While significant numbers of both groups apparently express positive attitudes toward 
Trump’s supposed honesty or sincerity, directness, decisiveness, and strength of 
character, and also value his reportedly pragmatic, deal-making approach to politics and 
foreign policy, others see Trump in a very negative light and potentially a dangerous 
threat to future stable U.S.-China relations. Yet despite such understandable concerns, it 
does seem that many Chinese believe that Trump is someone with whom, as president, 
Beijing will probably be able to deal, or that his more extreme views will be tempered by 
the limitations inherent in the U.S. political system. And of course Trump’s very 
qualified support for America’s Asia alliances bolsters such positive Chinese attitudes.  
 
In partial contrast, Chinese views toward Hillary Clinton are less clearly mixed. Clinton’s 
establishment, largely mainstream, beliefs on foreign policy certainly lead some Chinese 
to view her possible presidency in a somewhat positive light. However, in contrast to 
Trump, it seems that most Chinese, elite and public alike, hold very negative views 
toward Clinton and therefore expect that her presidency will pose more serious 
challenges to the bilateral relationship. In the final analysis, however, it is almost certain 
that the Chinese government will focus first and foremost on what either candidate 
actually does once in office. That said, either candidate, and especially Clinton, will 
probably deepen the existing already deep level of suspicion that Beijing holds toward 
the U.S. government, at least until events show otherwise. 
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